Receive a complimentary entree every time you dine at over 100 restaurants in the San Diego area!

UPGRADE YOUR MEMBERSHIP

Upgrade your Passport Membership today at the DISCOUNTED ANNUAL FEE OF $50* to gain access to discounts at 850 Passport Dining Restaurants nationwide, and over 100 in San Diego.

* Special upgrade rate of $50/year is available through December 31st, 2015. Standard annual fee for Passport Dining Upgrade is $75. Annual fee is pro-rated daily based on yearly program expiration in October. Dining Upgrade is not available for Florida employees.

Dining out only three times a year covers your upgrade cost!* A few local restaurants include:

- Finch’s Wine Bar & Bistro
- La Dolce Vita
- Isabel’s Cantina
- Nine-Ten
- Prospect Bar & Grill
- Roppongi
- Sammy’s Woodfired Pizza
- The Crab Catcher
- The Hake
- The Shores Restaurant
- Patio on Lamont Street
- Casa Sol y Mar
- de’Medici
- EAT at the Pearl

* Based on receiving a complimentary entrée with the average price of $17 each time.